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Executive Summary
Rockstar Energy Drink is a private company that originated in the U.S and sells
caffeinated drinks through the means of convenience and retail channels throughout the
world. Rockstar is the third largest energy drink provider, and it is a brand that offers
their consumers a unique brand experience through its products. This new media plan is a
proposal to successfully market Rockstar Energy Drink to the target audience,
specifically men and women ages 18-34 in the West and Midwest regions of the U.S.

Due to the intensive primary and secondary research, the media plan has been
strategically constructed to reach the desired target market through various online, print,
out of home, television and promotional advertising. Rockstar offers a unique brand
experience by positioning the brand with entertainment such as sporting events, extreme
action sports, music festivals and celebrity endorsements. This is primarily why 40% of
advertising dollars will be dedicated to promotion. Rockstar Energy Drink needs to
appeal to both men and women who work to live and their lives are filled with thrill.

Therefore, the media plan outlines a similar strategy to target online, print, out of home,
television and promotional advertising in order to achieve the overall goal of increasing
brand awareness.
	
  

	
  

Introduction
Rockstar Energy is an energy drink provider that competes with the likes of Red Bull and
Monster Inc. in the beverage industry. With its catch tagline of “Party Like A Rockstar,”
persuasive promotional techniques, and the functionality of its product, Rockstar has been able to
successfully resonate with its target market. As a result, Rockstar is now well established as one
of the top 3 energy drink brands in the US.

Primary and secondary techniques were utilized in order to develop ideas to further promote the
Rockstar brand. Primary research of a focus group and survey were conducted. A survey was
sent out and answered by over 100 respondents and a focus group was moderated with 6
randomly selected individuals. Furthermore, our team extracted information from census data,
MRI information, IBIS World research, and various other secondary resources.

After this research was conducted, it was decided that the main goal of Rockstar’s media plan is
to increase overall brand awareness amongst the brand’s target audience. Implementing
strategies to increase awareness as well as sales by 25%, brand image by 15%, and positive
attitudes towards new Rockstar flavors in the year 2015 will heavily aid in achieving the overall
goal. In addition, implementing a reach and frequency objective of reaching 55% of the target
demographic by 4-5 times within the first 4 months will allow customers to have greater recall
and positive attitudes towards the Rockstar brand. It is extremely important for Rockstar Energy
to position itself in the mind of the consumer as a known and preferred energy drink. This will
result in continuous consumption and association as the top energy drink brand in the industry.
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Company/Brand Information:
Situational Analysis and Marketing Background
Rockstar Energy Drink (more commonly known as Rockstar) was formed in 1998 by Russ
Weiner and sold their first energy drink in 2001. At first, Rockstar was offered at convenience
and independent liquor stores for in-store tastings with Southern Wine and Spirits being one of
the first distributors to pick up Rockstar. Its 16 fl oz. can was intended to set the brand apart from
its competitor’s 8 fl oz. can, Red Bull. The company had a distribution agreement with CocaCola in 2005, but PepsiCo bought the distribution rights in 2009 because Coca-Cola in 2008
acquired Hansen Natural that is the producer of Monster Energy.1

Rockstar Energy Drink has positioned itself strategically to set the brand apart from its
competitors. The company marketed the product as a status drink that was image-driven. The
company’s slogan of “Party Like A Rockstar” paid tribute to its Las Vegas heritage. Today,
Rockstar is the country’s third most popular energy drink and offered in over 30 countries.2
While the energy category is still growing, Rockstar’s market share has grown steadily at 7.3%
in comparison to its competitors: Red Bull at 32.9% and Monster at 28.7%. Rockstar has
increased its revenue from 300 million in 2009 to 498 million in 2014. In order to diversify from
competition and keep increasing revenue and market share, Rockstar has created new products.

Rockstar offers over 20 flavors with different size packaging such as 8.4 fl oz, 16 fl oz, 24 fl oz,
4-packs and 10-packs. Some of the flavors include Horchata and Roasted with Almond Milk
Latte. Rockstar has a very unique customer base that will be discussed later in the report.
1
2

"Drink." United States Food & Drink Report 2 (2012): 67-79. Business Source Complete. Web. 4 Dec. 2014.
IBISWorld citation
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According to the primary research, a survey was conducted where 79 respondents perceived the
average price for a 16 fl oz. can of Rockstar was $2.79; however, the actual price is $1.69. To
compare, respondents were also asked about what they considered the price of a 16 fl oz. can of
Red Bull and Monster to be. The participants believed a can of Red Bull was $3.29 while
Monster was $4.11. In other words, respondents felt that a can of Monster was the most
expensive while a can of Rockstar was the least expensive. In reality, Red Bull was the most
expensive brand.

In order for Rockstar to distinguish itself from the competition, the brand positioned itself in the
entertainment industry. According to the MRI Data, Rockstar is more prevalent in the West area
of the U.S, which is reflected through the brand’s promotion style. Rockstar Energy Mayhem
Festival is now continuing its tradition for the 5th year along with the support of Jagermeister as
a sponsor.3 Sponsoring music festivals, sporting events, and other non-traditional promotions has
been Rockstar’s staple. To strengthen brand recognition, Rockstar implemented guerillamarketing tactics such as including the logo on racing cars and motocross machines.

3

"Rockstar Energy Drink Mayhem Festival." Mix 36.8 (2012): 28-29. Business Source Complete. Web. 4 Dec. 2014
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Product/Place/Promotion/Price:
Product
● Energy drink, over 20 flavors
● Packaging: 8.4 fl oz, 16 fl oz, 24 fl oz, 4 packs & 10 packs
● Flavors: Rockstar Horchata, Rockstar Roasted with Almond Milk Latte, Rockstar Pure
Zero (Ice, Punched, Silver Ice, Rockstar Original, Rockstar Sugar Free)
Place
● Over 30 countries
● Australia, Austria, UK, US, Taiwan, Canada, South Africa, Japan
Promotion
● Rockstar Energy drink Mayhem festival
● Sponsors various sporting and music events to strengthen brand recognition
○ Support adrenaline rush type activities
○ Guerilla Marketing: Advertise on cars, motorcycles
○ Celebrity endorsement:
■ Surf: Alana Blanchard
■ Ski: Alex Bellemare
■ FMX: Brian Deegan
■ Mtn Bike: Danny Hart
■ BMX Racing: David Herman
Price
● Actual
○ 16 fl oz $1.69
● Perceived
○ 16 fl oz: $2.79
After analyzing the company and the brand through price, product, promotion and place, it is
necessary to look at the industry as a whole to successfully complete the media plan.
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Industry Information:
Industry and Company Background Information
According to the article, “Partying Like a Rockstar,” Rockstar Energy Drinks began in 1998
when Russ Weiner began developing his ideas for a beverage that would revolutionize the
energy drink industry. Weiner recalled, “I used to drink Red Bull. I’d go out all the time in San
Francisco and drink Red Bull and vodka like everyone else. I remember going out one night and
buying two Red Bulls. It was…$5, but one Red Bull wasn’t enough. I said, “You know what, I
should make an energy drink.”4 And, with that idea, Rockstar was born. Weiner began working
to create an energy drink that wasn’t sold in the usual 8-ounce-can. Instead, his would be “ a 16ounce, double sized energy drink” (Fuhrman 30). Weiner decided to name his product Rockstar
because, according to him, “who has more energy than a rock star?” (Fuhrman 30).

Weiner was able to turn this idea into a reality when he met Maurice Kanbar, the founder of
Skyy Vodka. Kanbar noticed a level of determination and enthusiasm in Weiner and decided to
hire him to create new products such as Rockstar. Kanbar also graciously gave Weiner some of
his contacts to help Weiner promote his product, thereby giving Weiner the chance to start
gaining the support of distributors (Fuhrman 31). However, “finding a manufacturer who could
fill the 16-ounce can took more than a year” (Fuhrman 31). The can was eventually created by
Warrenton Products Inc. and Jason May, “Rockstar’s marketing executive from Skyyy Vodka”
aided Weiner in creating its logo (Fuhrman 31).

4

Fuhrman, Elizabeth. "Partying Like a ROCKSTAR." Beverage Industry 96.6 (2005):
30-4. ProQuest. Web. 26 Nov. 2014.
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After these efforts, 700 trial formulas, and various other developmental stages, Rockstar was
finally launched in the market (Fuhrman 31). By 2004, “Rockstar profited from a whopping
155.3% spike in sales” (Fuhrman 34). Rockstar remains a top competitor in the energy drinks
industry today with headquarters in Las Vegas and products in over 30 countries.5 Their
company also currently sells more than 20 flavors – all with various attractive packaging designs
that reflect the Rockstar spirit .6

Energy Drink Industry Consumer Trends
According to IBIS World, the energy drink “industry has managed to achieve double- digit
growth over the past five years, outperforming most other packaged beverage product industries”
(Jeon). However, the industry revenue decreased in 2010 due to declines in per capita disposable
income that year. This decline contributed to an alternative increase in purchases of discounted
products and multiservice packages. And, although disposable income eventually increased,
many consumers chose to stay in these patterns. These changes caused the “average price per
volume to decline” of energy drink products (Jeon).

Many consumers are also concerned about health issues related to consuming energy drinks.
These consumers are demanding more natural drink options and are straying away from
traditional energy drinks such as Rockstar. Yet, statistics depicting fluctuations in sales (which
can be seen in the next section labeled “Rockstar Sales Trends”) prove otherwise. Additionally,
Packaged Facts data reported that 5% of U.S. adults consume energy drinks such as Rockstar on

5
6

Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
"Rockstar Energy Drinks." About Rockstar Energy Drink. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
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a daily basis.7 This means these adults are consuming energy drinks “five to seven times per
month” (Jeon). There are also “new product formats” being developed that help keep revenue
flowing in (Jeon). IBIS World reports that “energy shot[s],” “liquid drink mix[es],” and various
new flavors are examples of such products (Jeon).

Energy Drink Industry Sales Trends
According to their website, Rockstar is mainly focused on making drinks for people “who lead
active lifestyles- from Athletes to Rockstars.”8 And so, their brand “supports the Rockstar
lifestyle across the globe” by focusing their advertising efforts on “action sports, motor sports,
and live music” (“About Rockstar Energy Drink”). Another top energy drink provider with
similar branding tactics is Red Bull. This impressive competitor was positioned as the market
leader when Rockstar first entered the industry. Rockstar was able to capture large portion of the
market in its beginning phases; however, its competitors have recently been “increasingly
capturing [Rockstar’s] revenue” (Jeon). See below for Rockstar’s sales fluctuations through their
financial performance from 2009-2014:

Figure A9
7
8
9

Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
"Rockstar Energy Drinks." About Rockstar Energy Drink. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
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Advertising and Media Spending
IBIS World researchers have predicted that marketing expenses will “constitute 6.0% of [the
energy drink] industry revenue in 2014, representing an increase from 2009 when advertising
expenditures dipped significantly.”10 Top competitors seem to be becoming increasingly aware
of the need for improvements in marketing efforts as the energy drink industry is a rather
selective one. Successful competitors use “various outlets” to promote their products which often
include “sporting events, TV commercials and concerts” (Jeon). For instance, according to Ad $
Summary, Rockstar’s media spending total was $861, 800 in 2011.11 Rockstar’s media spending
was split as follows: $542,200 was spent on magazines, $229,400 was spent on network TV, and
$89,700 was spent on cable TV (AD $ Summary 418). In addition to these media categories,
Rockstar is also heavily involved in working with various types of extreme sports and music
related organizations and groups to promote its products. For information on how Rockstar’s
competitors are also working to be successful in this industry, please continue to the next section.

10
11

2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
AD$ Summary. 2011 ed. New York: Kantar Media, 2012. Print.
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Competitor Information
Competitors: Major and Minor
According to IBIS World, the energy drink industry is a fairly competitive one. The four largest
companies in the industry own 81.6% of its revenue, making it so that the energy drink industry
is considered “concentrated” (Jeon). The market share is mainly distributed amongst the
following competitors:
●
●
●
●
●

Red Bull: 32.9%
Monster Beverage Corp: 28.7%
Living Essentials LLC (the makers of 5 Hour Energy): 12.7%
Rockstar Energy Drink: 7.3%
Coca-Cola: 6%
(Jeon)

And so, Red Bull and Monster are Rockstar’s major competitors in the energy drink energy
while Living Essentials LLC and Coca-Cola are its minor competitors.

Major Competitors: Red Bull Background Information
Red Bull began in 1984 and is now considered to be “the industry’s most dominant player”
(Jeon). Working mainly through their headquarters in Austria, they operate in more than 166
countries. According to IBIS World, their position as a market leader is most likely due to their
effective marketing campaigns. Many of their unique marketing efforts are in the area of event
and sport sponsoring (Jeon).

Although Red Bull has successfully positioning itself as a consumer favorite in its category, they
sometimes must combat critiques from health conscious individuals who argue Red Bull is
hurting various consumers because of its strong association with alcohol. Despite these

9

challenges, Red Bull is doing very well financially. They are a private company, so many of their
financial information is not available to the public. However, please see below for a brief
statistical summary of Red Bull’s financial status from 2009-2014:

Figure B12
Major Competitors: Monster Background Information
As previously stated, Monster Beverage Corporation (or Monster, for short) is the second leader
in the energy drinks category. Monster began in 1935 and is currently headquartered in
California with more than 1,500 employees throughout the world.

In an attempt to keep up with their competitors, Monster has recently begun increasing the
amount of products they provide and has also updated its products’ packaging. Monster, like
other energy drink provider, mainly uses event sponsorships to market its brand.

As with Red Bull, Monster is also encountering scrutiny from health conscious individuals who
are not in favor of Monster products. However, “Monster’s industry-relevant revenue [is

12

Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
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expected] to grow an annualized 16.1% to total an estimated $2.0 billion.13 Much of this growth
is due to the increased product variety and their new marketing strategies. See below for more
information on Monster’s financial status through their financial performance from 2009-2014:

Figure C14
Major Competitors: Red Bull and Monster Brand Positioning and Promotion
As previously stated, many of the top competitors’ marketing efforts are in the area of event and
sport sponsoring (Jeon). They both also emphasize embracing life and engaging in risk taking
activities. With a slogan such “Red Bull gives you wings,” it seems fitting that Red Bull’s goal is
to remind consumers that their product will give people the energy to reach their goals, take
risks, and live life to the fullest.

Monster’s slogan, based on similar branding, is “unleash the beast.” Monster is also trying to
position itself as a brand that encourages consumers to use their products as the live out intense,
risk-taking lifestyles. However, most of Monster’s ads seemed to be geared towards targeting
men. Many of their ads include women in skimpy clothing or men taking risks in a variety of
13

Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
14
Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
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environments that are normally populated by males. For instance, many of their ads include men
performing skateboarding tricks or flipping through the air on their motorbikes.

Red Bull’s ads, in an effort to target both genders, stress adventure and risk taking (with a slight
emphasis on men). But, they do so in environments that are frequented by men and women alike.
Red Bull also includes less images of women in revealing clothing in their advertisements
compared to Monster.

And so, it seems as though Red Bull and Monster are both trying to position their brands as
entities that stand for risk taking, freedom, and embracing life. To see if these messages are
being conveyed to consumers, our team conducted a survey with young participants (18-22 year
olds) who are in Red Bull and Monster’s target market. 55% of the respondents were male, 44%
were female, and 2% preferred not to disclose their gender. See below for a summary of the data
found from surveying this group:
When asked how often they drink any type of energy drink,
● 29% reported they drink an energy drink a few times a month
● 23% reported they consume them less than once a year
● 22% reported they never consumed them
When asked to rank their preference of taste of Monster, Rockstar, and Red Bull (1 being their
most favorite and 3 being their least favorite),
● Red Bull was the group’s favorite with an average score of 1.52
● Monster was the group’s second favorite with an average score of 1.86
● Rockstar was the group’s least favorite with an average score of 2.62
When asked to describe the Red Bull brand in a few sentences,
● Most respondents answered with favorable responses
● Many participants responded:
○ With repeating the Red Bull slogan, “Red Bull gives you wings”
○ By saying that Red Bull is a young, innovative brand
12

○ By explaining that Red Bull might not be the best product, but it has excellent
marketing
○ Many said they associate the Red Bull brand with extreme sports and leading an
energetic, thrill-seeking lifestyle
When asked to describe the Monster Energy Drinks brand in a few sentences,
● Respondents didn’t respond as favorably
● Many participants said:
○ They didn’t know much about the Monster brand
○ They think Monster is unhealthy and does not taste as good as Red Bull
○ Many said Monster is specifically for people who are tired and need a boost
(especially during stressful, sleepless times such as midterms or finals)
Major Competitors: Red Bull and Monster Print Ads

Figure D15
This ad is clearly focused on pushing consumers to embrace their sense of adventure. Red Bull
has many ads such as these where people are skydiving or doing other extreme sports. One of
their recent campaigns was even focused on documenting the story of a family who in the
business of skydive instructing.
15

"Red bull Stratos." Arizona Cardinals. N.p., 9 Oct. 2012. Web. 07 Dec. 2014.
<http://forums.azcardinals.com/showthread.php?62629-REDBULL-STRATOS!!(22-Mile-high-700mph-skydive)>.
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Also, Red Bull’s slogan is “Red Bull gives you wings,” so it is fitting that they would want to
focus on this skydiving theme. Similar to the ad seen above, most of Red Bull’s ads are very
colorful and inspiring. The image above is especially powerful because it somewhat puts the
viewer in the perspective of the individual skydiving, which probably captivated many
consumers.

Figure E16
Monster, the second top competitor in the energy drink category, also emphasizes boosts in
adrenaline and risk taking in its advertisements. However, it goes about doing so in a way that is
often different from Red Bull. Many Monster ads (such as the one above) are green and
emphasize the animal or monster-like energy that consumers will get from the beverage. In the
ad above, the slogan “Unleash the Beast” is written in a special tribal or animal-like font to add
to its theme. The ad also has an eerie feel to it due to the dark colors and ominous green smoke
coming from the can. These characteristics come together to hint to the animalistic boost
Monster promises its consumers.
16

"Ultra Red Monster Energy Drink." Images & Pictures. N.p., n.d. Web. 03 Dec. 2014.
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Major Competitors: Media Spending and Promotion
Red Bull is a private corporation, so it was somewhat difficult to find its media expenditures.
However, Red Bull’s spending for 2011 was listed in Ad $ Summary. According to this text, Red
Bull’s media spending total was $43,191,000 in 2011.17 This media spending total was split as
follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●

$218,900 was spent on magazines
$582,600 was spent on newspapers
$464,200 was spent on outdoor
$5,606,000 was spent on network TV
$19,874,000 was spent on syndication
$16,324,000 was spent on cable TV

Monster’s media spending total is currently predicted to be $86,700,000 for 2014.18 The exact
expenditures for the various media categories Monster utilized is not listed as Monster is also
private corporation. However, the various media types Monster used was found and listed below:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

17
18

Bus
Catalogs and directories
Consumer magazines
Daily newspapers
Exhibits and trade shows
Internet advertising
Newspaper distribution magazines
Outdoor (posters and transit)
Spot radio
Spot TV
Weekly newspapers
Yellow pages advertising
(Advertising Red Books 255)

AD$ Summary. 2011 ed. New York: Kantar Media, 2012. Print.
Advertising Red Books. Summit, NJ: Red LLC, 2014. Print.
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Major Competitors: Pricing and Product Offerings
Please see the charts below for Red Bull and Monster’s current energy drink product pricing.
Red Bull Products
Red Bull Energy Drink: 12 fl oz

$2.68

Red Bull Sugar Free: 12 fl oz

$2.68

Red Bull Total Zero: 12 fl oz

$2.68

Red Bull Red Edition: 8.4 fl oz

$1.50

Red Bull Silver Edition: 8.4 fl oz

$1.50

Red Bull Blue Edition: 8.4 fl oz

$1.50
Figure F19

Monster Products (Amazon)
Monster Energy: 16 fl oz pack of 24

$33.30

Ultra Blue Monster Energy: zero calories and zero
sugar, 16 fl oz pack of 24

$53.00

Ultra Red Monster Energy: zero calories and zero
sugar, 16 fl oz pack of 24

$54.00

Lo-Carb Monster Energy: zero calories and zero
sugar, 16 fl oz pack of 24

$33.52

Zero Ultra Monster Energy: zero calories and zero
sugar, 16 fl oz pack of 24

$34.75

Cuba Lima Monster Energy: 16 fl oz pack of 24

$51.00

Absolutely Zero Monster Energy: 16 fl oz pack of
24

$33.52

Übermonster Monster Energy: 16.9 fl oz 4 pack

$21.50

Assault Monster Energy: 16 fl oz pack of 24

$42.62

Khaos Monster Energy: 16 fl oz pack of 24

$43.00

M-80 Monster Energy, 16 fl oz pack of 24

$45.83

19

"Walmart." Walmart. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
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Import Monster Energy: 18.6 fl oz pack of 24

$69.00

M3 Monster Energy: 5fl oz pack of 24

$49

Figure G20

Major Competitors: Company Locations and Product Distribution
Red Bull is headquartered in Austria and has various other locations throughout Europe. Many of
these offices are in the United Kingdom. Most of their offices, however, are located in the United
States. They also have offices sprinkled about in other areas of the world such as South Africa,
Turkey, China, Mexico, and Australia.21

Monster, however, is headquartered in California. They are a holding company with 6 companies
in their corporate family. The other companies are mostly located within the United States with
only one of these organizations located abroad in Austria.22

In terms of energy drink distribution in the United States, these products are “distributed
relatively in line with the population distribution of the United States.23 The demand for energy
drink products is strong throughout the country with California, Texas, and New York
accounting for most energy drink establishments in 2014. California held about 10.5% of these
establishments, Texas has about 8.5%, and New York has approximately 6.3% (Jeon). In
addition, “The Southeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Western regions contain the largest shares of

20

"Amazon.com: Online Shopping for Electronics, Apparel, Computers, Books, DVDs & More." Amazon.com: Online Shopping for
Electronics, Apparel, Computers, Books, DVDs & More. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
21
“Red Bull GmbH.” Company Profile. Retrieved from OneSource Global Business
Browser. 20 Nov 2014.
22
“Monster Energy Europe Ltd.” Company Profile. Retrieved from OneSource Global
Business Browser. 20 Nov 2014.
23
Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
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industry establishments” due to the heavy concentrations of urban markets located in these
regions (Jeon).

Consumer Demographics
The following data from 2013 describes the market of individuals who drank an energy drink in
the last 6 months of that year. According to MRI Mediamark, out of all of the energy drinkers in
this category:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

60.4% of these individuals are men
39.6% of these individuals are women
28.1% are 18 to 24 of age
27.9 are 25 to 34 years of age
14.8% live in the North East
39.3% live in the South
19.1% live in the Midwest
26.9% live in the West
71.1% are White
13.6% are African American

Consumer Psychographics
Red Bull and Monster’s marketing efforts clearly demonstrate that they are targeting young,
thrill seekers. Most of their print advertisements, for instance, include some sort of extreme sport
such as skydiving or dirt bike racing. The individuals in the ads are also almost always young
and leading fast paced life styles. These ads address individuals who have the “life your life to
the fullest” mentality. Red Bull and Monster capitalize on this idea by telling these consumers
that their energy drinks can provide them with the adrenaline boost they need to take risks and
experience life in its greatest form. Please continue to the next section to learn more about other
societal trends that might impact the Rockstar brand.

18

External Information: Trends Influencing the Industry
There has been an energy drink consumption increase recently caused by a few key economic
drivers. Some of the most prominent economic drivers include an increase in the per capita
disposable income and an increase in the demand from convenience stores, supermarkets, and
grocery stores, which can be contributed to the increase in disposable income. There has been
large growth between 2009 and 2014 after the recession, causing an increase in spending power,
which has caused an increase in spending.24

Another societal trend that has influenced the industry is an increase of interaction with social
media. Social media has given new opportunities to companies and their consumers to interact
on the Internet. In a study by M. Nick Hajli from the University of London, Hajli demonstrates
how social media presence leads to consumer trust of the brand. This trust then causes a
perceived usefulness of the brand, which can lead to purchase of the product. Hajli concludes
that the interconnectivity of consumers with companies through social media increases trust and
that, “trust, encouraged by social media, significantly affects intention to buy (Hajli 400).”25

24
25

Energy Drink Production in the US: Market Research Report. (2014, January 1). Retrieved October 19, 2014.
Hajli, M. N. "A Study of the Impact of Social Media on Consumers."International Journal of Market Research 56.3 (2014): 387404.Abstracts in Social Gerontology. Web. 7 Dec. 2014.
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Current Consumers: Secondary and Primary Research
Current Consumers
● 5% of adults are considered ‘heavy users’, consuming 5-7 times a month
● 2% of energy drinks are consumed by adults 10 or more times a month
● Most popular age group is men between 18 and 34. 26
● “On-the-go” males 18-34 years old are the target demographic group of energy drinks. 27
Retail Distribution
1. Convenience Stores – 59%
2. Mass Merchandisers – 13%
3. Retailers – 11%
4. Supermarkets – 10%
5. Club Stores/Warehouses – 5%
6. Drug Stores – 2%
Primary Research
A Qualtrics survey distributed for a week starting on November 19, 2014 to 104 college students
was used to help gain more information about current consumers as well as to gain insight into
Rockstar and energy drink perception.

The following insights were gained from the survey. 96% of respondents are aware that Rockstar
energy drinks exist. Just over half of these respondents have tried Rockstar energy. No one
claimed to have consumed more than 2 Rockstar energy drinks a month, 2% had consumed one
per month, 14% had consumed one a few times a year, and 28% had consumed less than one a
year. The rest have never consumed a Rockstar energy drink.

No respondents claimed that they see Rockstar energy advertisements over Monster or Red Bull.
75% of participants believed that they saw both Monster and Red Bull advertisements more than
26
27

Gaille, B. (2013, October 30). 26 Energy Drink Industry Statistics and Trends - BrandonGaille.com. Retrieved October 23, 2014.
Heckman, M., Sherry, K., & Gonzalez De Mejia, E. (2010, April 29). Energy Drinks: An Assessment of Their Market Size, Consumer
Demographics, Ingredient Profile, Functionality, and Regulations in the United States. Retrieved October 20, 2014.
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Rockstar. Only one respondent claimed to see Rockstar offered more in stores over Monster and
Red Bull. 90% of participants believed that they say both Monster and Red Bull offered in stores
over Rockstar.

When the respondents were asked to describe what they thought of a typical energy drinker,
there were many different answers, but for the most part they had a negative connotation.
Common answers included: a loser, alcoholic, obese, frat bros, stressed students, gamer, douche
bags, skater boys, and sleep deprived students. The survey also asked to describe and
advertisement that they have seen from Red Bull, Monster and Rockstar brands individually. For
Red Bull, about half of the responses included something about “it gives you wings,” (Red Bull’s
slogan). For Monster, about half of the respondents claimed that they have never seen one, and
the rest had a wide range of answers. For Rockstar, the vast majority have never seen any, and
the few that have had seen them saw them in magazines or at concerts and BMX events.

From this information, insight into college students’ brand perception of Rockstar was gained.
There was a very high awareness that the brand exists. This is considered a positive trend that
college students are aware it exists, but this is also a weakness because although they are aware
of Rockstar, it had an overall negative perception. Along with having a negative perception,
many of these individuals have never even tried the drink.

The survey presents many opportunities for Rockstar’s future. As seen from the survey, many
college students rarely see Rockstar advertisements or Rockstar available for sale. Rockstar,
along with other energy drinks, has received a negative reputation, which presents a current
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weakness but a future opportunity. Red Bull has succeeded in branding themselves so that
consumers can recognize their slogan. Rockstar has the potential to do this amongst the target
audience.

Another interesting insight that was gained from the survey had to do with Rockstar Energy
drink perception by non-drinkers. Represented in Figure H, of those who have never consumed
Rockstar energy, 32 students were indifferent to the brand, but 9 disliked the brand and 5 hated
the brand. No one in this group responded that they loved or even liked the brand. This presents
an issue for Rockstar: 30% of those that have never even tried their product claim to already hate
or dislike it.

Figure H28

28

Primary research was conducted in the form of survey, to which over 100 participants responded
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Current Consumers: Geographical Emphasis etc.
Geographical Emphasis
The current consumers live in permanent residences all around the United States. A majority of
the consumers are men and women 18-34 years old who live in the western part of the country
with a household income between $30,000-$39,999. This insinuates that there should be heavier
media spending on certain regions of the U.S. In addition to this, Chicago, Tampa, Miami,
Phoenix and Atlanta are amongst the most caffeinated cities.29 Since Rockstar is the third largest
energy drink, these cities can also be cited as a geographic location for Rockstar consumption.

Rockstar is mainly distributed in convenience or supermarket channels. Energy drinks are
associated with hard-core athletes, celebrities and gamers.30 They have been around for the past
20 years that have always been marketed to "reduce fatigue." Mixing energy drinks with alcohol
has become a norm that is associated with an elevated lifestyle full of fun and freedom.31 The
caffeine-like ingredients of the drinks are the prime reasons that these products have developed
its own category in the drink industry. There is a regional emphasis for the supermarkets and
convenience channels with the highest energy drink sales. As referred to earlier, the areas where
people consume the most caffeine--in addition to the western region of the U.S--are key.

29
30
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"Caffeine Survey Reveals Most, Least Caffeinated Cities." -- Re NORWALK, Conn., Nov. 6 /PRNewswire/ --. PR Newswire, 2007. Web. 05
Dec. 2014.
"Energy Drinks." EDrinks. N.p., n.d. Web. 05 Dec. 2014.
McKitterick, Will. IBISWorld Industry Report. Rep. no. 44511. IBISWorld US, Nov. 2014. Web. 05 Dec. 2014.
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Figure I32

Figure J33
Seasonality and Timing
A majority of Rockstar Energy products are consumed during various times of the year;
therefore, there is no seasonality & timing. Most energy drinks are associated with a night-out or
special events that require a boost of energy in order to participate: clubbing, concerts or sports.
This could potentially result in a schedule such as every weekend; however, it cannot be
guaranteed that consumers will drink it exactly every week or every other week because special
events do not occur on a regular basis.
32

Jeon, Hester. "Energy Drink Production." Market Research Reports. IBISWorld, Apr.
2014. Web. 20 Nov. 2014.
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Furthermore, the company has a sponsorship/activation strategy where they implement the brand
lifestyle of “party like a rockstar” in special events such as music festivals or extreme sports
competitions.34 These events are held at various time periods. Every year, Rockstar hosts a
special event known as Uproar Festival. It is an annual hard rock/heavy metal tour through the
months of August and September. Rockstar also sponsors the Wakeskate Tour, which is also
held annually. The company has currently signed over 40 athletes and 13 punk and metal bands
to endorse the brand. With this in mind, the patterns in consumer/behavior sales varies.35

For energy drink brands, consumers are heavily involved with the media because that is how
brands reach their target audience. Most energy drinks target a younger demographic--if you
refer back to the 18-49 year old males and females--that are most likely to be involved with
media vehicles such as social media, gaming or sponsored events.

In the month of October 2014, Red Bull sales have increased by 6.8%, Monster has increased by
7.4%, and Rockstar has decreased by 13.3%. In the market of convenience and gas channels,
Rockstar even has the lowest share of 6.7% [Monster is 34% and Red Bull is 36.3%].36

34
35
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"Who Does What: Energy Drinks." - IEG Sponsorship Report. IEGSR, 17 Sept. 2012. Web. 05 Dec. 2014.
"Energy Drink Sponsorships Still Fueling Targeted Properties." - IEG Sponsorship Report. IEGSR, 7 Dec. 2009. Web. 05 Dec. 2014.
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Figure K37
Consumers and the Consumer Decision Process
Based on the results of the survey and focus group, consumers tend to think that Red Bull,
Monster, and Rockstar are the top 3 energy drink brands in the industry. However, the Rockstar
brand is the lowest out of all 3. Most consumers find that energy drink products should be
consumed “a few times a month” to as low as “a few times a year.” Their decision to purchase
energy drink products is situational.

According to the focus group, some participants admit to purely buying whichever energy drink
is on sale at the store. However, others have said they would pay the extra money to purchase the
Red Bull or Monster brand because of its “familiarity.”

Below is a chart that shows the decision-making process for a consumer when determining
which energy drink to purchase. Many possible Rockstar consumers already have a recognition
and awareness of the brand. The brand needs to establish more loyalty in the minds of its
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potential consumers by making Rockstar the preferred drink in comparison to its competitors in
order to drive continuous and repeated purchase behaviors.

Figure L38
In terms of how Rockstar Energy’s current consumers use media, it is mainly divided up between
magazine, radio, internet, TV and outdoor. According to the MRI data, the target audience uses
these media vehicles very heavily. Interestingly, a majority of these consumers listen to the radio
between the hours of 7pm-midnight and view television from 11:30pm-1am. The types of print
media they also consume revolve around outdoor activities, gaming and news. And with the
target audience being the younger, Millennial generation, they are very active online through
social media and sites such as Yahoo and MTV.

Focus Group
In a focus group of 6 random individuals, they were asked various questions regarding their prior
knowledge of energy drinks and its advertisements. Interestingly, Red Bull, Monster and
Rockstar were the top 3 brands that were recalled.

38

Consumer decision process diagram to compare Red Bull, Monster and Rockstar Energy primarily designed for this report.
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A focus group was held of 6 individuals: 4 males and 2 females. All of the participants were
undergraduate or graduate students at an accredited university. The individuals were selected at
random with a monetary incentive to partake in the discussion. Everyone was asked to introduce
themselves with their name, age and major. The moderator started off with a series of questions
in regards to brand assessment. The participants were asked what kind of energy drink brands
could they immediately recall and where have they seen it before. Then, they were asked
questions testing their knowledge on the top 3 energy drink brands in the U.S market: Red Bull,
Monster and Rockstar.

After about 10 minutes, the moderator facilitated a discussion on what the brands mean to the
participants: positive or negative. During that discussion they were also asked questions about
their consumer decision process such as when are they actively seeking to buy energy drink
products at home.

After about 5 minutes, the moderator inquired all of the participants to elaborate on their answers
to further the discussion: why they prefer a certain brand or how do they know which brand is
the best for them and why.

Following this, the participants were then asked to recall any time they saw an energy drink
advertisement. This stimulated the conversation as to how they felt towards these marketing
strategies and any other ideas companies could potentially consider when marketing their brands
in the near future.
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The last portion of the focus group consisted of test-tasting Red Bull, Monster, Rockstar and
Coca-Cola. A soda was included in the testing to establish a baseline of preference the
participants have towards carbonated beverages. All the individuals were familiar with the CocaCola brand, and it allowed them to compare the tastes and how they felt towards each energy
drink. Lastly, the session ended after all participants expressed their thoughts after tasting each of
the samples. Below, are the key findings from the focus group.

General Information

Rockstar Information

●

All participants correctly identified the color
of the Red Bull, Monster, and Rockstar logo

●

Few participants associated the brand with
being consumed mainly by Southern people
because of the logo’s similarity to the Texas
Lone Star

●

Most participants have tried Red Bull or
Monster

●

Most participants have tried Rockstar at least
once

●

All participants believed that marketing for
Red Bull has convinced them to have positive
attitudes toward the brand

●

All participants have low recall of the brand
and associated it with “truck stops and rock
‘n’ roll”

●

Most participants believed that Monster is a
lower-status drink compared to Red Bull

●

Most participants believed that Rockstar was
the lowest-status drink

●

All participants admit to buying Red Bull or
Monster over other brands because it is most
familiar to them

●

All participants said that Rockstar was the
“cheapest” out of all brands ranging from
$1.00-$1.50 at the store

●

Participants were able to recall many
occasions when they saw an energy drink
advertisement

●

3 participants recalled Rockstar sponsoring
motocross events and music festivals

●

All participants ranked Red Bull had the “best
taste”

●

All participants ranked Rockstar had the
“worst taste”

Survey
A survey was conducted and sent out, to which 103 individuals responded. About 55% were
male and 44% were female with ages ranging from 18-22 years old.
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About 96% of participants were aware of the Rockstar brand and only 51% have actually
consumed it at least once. Interestingly, 28% have said they purchase energy drinks few times a
month and 22% have purchased less than a year. A majority of 56% respondents claimed to have
never purchased Rockstar products; however, 90% said Rockstar is most often seen when they
are in stores. When asked "how would you describe the stereotypical energy drink consumer"
many respondents associated energy drinks with music, young, skateboard, males, and games.

Surprisingly, a majority of respondents feel "indifferent' towards all 3 major energy drink brands.
A majority of respondents recalled Red Bull marketing, and a majority picked Red Bull as their
“most favorite” brand. Please see Appendix for full results of the survey.

Consumer Profile
Based on the MRI data, it was discovered that ideal, Rockstar Energy consumer was a male 1834 years old. In addition to that, this consumer tends to use the internet and satellite TV as his
main source of entertainment. After analyzing the result of the survey and focus group, it was
determined that this consumer is a true Millennial. He enjoys interacting with others via social
media and gaming systems, and his love for rock and metal music leads him to attend various
music festivals. He is extremely brand loyal and actively seeks out any promotions they might
have.

As a result, Rockstar Energy can understand its target market on a more psychological and
behavioral level that will allow the brand to successfully achieve its overall goal.
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Figure M39
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Customer Profile designed to highlight the key characteristics of the target Rockstar Energy consumer
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths
● Rockstar Energy Drink sells 16 fl oz.
cans. Most energy drinks are 8 fl oz.
sized.
● Spends more money on top of the line
ingredients for their consumers.
Features ingredients of guarana and
milk thistle.
● Handles all their own marketing of the
brand to target their ideal consumers
and hit the locations of their choice.40
● Rockstar comes in a variety of sizes
and comes in Diet and Original
flavors. Sugar free, zero carb, fruit
flavors, coffee flavors, and almond
milk varieties.41
Opportunities
● More sponsorship of events appealing
to target market: concerts, giveaways,
sporting events
● Rockstar holds an exclusive event
● Segment audience with their unique
line of flavors and larger drink sizes.

Weaknesses
● According to IBIS World, negative
research on energy drink consumption
regarding health concerns could affect
sales.
● Many beverage companies have a line
of energy drinks already on the
market.
● Energy drink companies all have the
same target market: 20-30 year males.

Threats
( According to IBIS World…)
● Competing with other energy drink
brands, Monster and Red Bull.
● Monster and Red Bull are ranked
higher for best energy drinks.42
● Indirect competitors are selling
organic or all natural beverages such
as Jamba Juice or the brand Guyaki.

A SWOT analysis can be useful to look at Rockstar Energy’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. Rockstar Energy has a major strength of selling its product in a 16 fl
oz. beverage can over the competitors. The company also prefers to spend money on providing

40
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their consumers with superior ingredients such as milk thistle and guarana. Rockstar beverages
come in a variety of sizes and flavors, which provides a range of choices for consumers. When it
comes to marketing, Rockstar has the strength of handling their own brand strategies to target the
exact consumers they want. Although the brand has many strengths, they also have some
weaknesses. One weakness is the negative image on energy drinks regarding health concerns.
Rockstar competes with other beverage companies’ energy drinks, along with them having the
same target market. If Rockstar is to take into account the opportunities they have, the company
may be able to overcome the weaknesses. Rockstar could look to do more sponsorship at events
or hold an exclusive event themselves. The company could then potentially target a segment
audience their unique line of flavors and drink sizes. With every company comes a threat of
competition. Rockstar Energy is competing with the energy drinks, Red Bull and Monster who
currently have a higher drink preference ranking than Rockstar. Rockstar additionally should be
aware of outside competition from Jamba Juice and Guyaki, due to their healthy drink options.
Rockstar’s target audience can be further looked into in order to analyze the company.
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Target Audience
According to the 2013 MRI data, the current consumer of Rockstar is an 18-34 aged male who
did not graduate college or has attended some college but did not graduate. This man has a
household income of $30,000-$39,999 and most likely lives in the West region of the United
States. In order for Rockstar to increase its share and revenue, the target market will consist of
18-34 men and women in both the west and Midwest regions of the United States. Also, the
reason why the west is targeted is to keep the same consumer base but it is necessary to expand
to the Midwest because that is the second largest market and it will help expand the reach. The
target market will be people who are in the middle-low class and are currently engaged.

A Day In the Life...
It is a beautiful, sunny, 75 degree day in Denver, Colorado and a white young, couple named
Jack and Elizabeth are going on a hike at the Rocky Mountain National Park. This couple just
recently moved to Denver and is engaged. Jack is 25-year-old male who is very adventurous, as
he enjoys going to sporting events, going on a hike and running. On the weekends he likes to
relax and watch hockey on Fox Sports, preferably the Denver Avalanche, which is the National
Hockey League in Colorado. On some weekends, he likes to hang out with his friends, but
during the summer he especially likes to watch Nascar live or go enjoy music at a festival.
During these fun occasions with his friends and his fiancé, he enjoys a can of Rockstar because
the caffeine keeps him going.
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A normal day of a rockstar energy drinker consists of a job from 8am-6pm, some media
consumption like television or magazine, and some adventure. Rockstar consumer is an outgoing
person who likes to drink Rockstar to keep them energized for whatever may happen next. This
person is young and spontaneous like Jack.

Jack’s Schedule Monday-Friday:

Jack’s Schedule Saturday-Sunday:

7am: Wake up and take his dog out for a walk while
Elizabeth makes Jack breakfast
7:25am: Eat breakfast
7:40am: drive to work
8:00am: Arrive to work
12:00pm: Grab lunch from a near sub restaurant and
run to a convenience store for a Rockstar Energy Drink
for a quick pick me up
5:30pm: Drive home
6:00pm: Arrive home
7:00pm: Turn on the Fox Sport Channel
8:00pm: Have dinner with Elizabeth
10:00pm: Go to sleep

9:00am: Wake up
10:00am: Have breakfast
1:00pm: drive to a music festival with friends while
enjoying a Rockstar Energy Drink
4:00pm: Arrive at the music festival
6:00pm: go to the rockstar tent for a break and take
pictures with the Rockstar Models
10:00pm: come back home and go to a near bar
12:00pm: come back home and rest
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Media Plan
After analyzing the MRI data, other secondary data/research, and conducting the primary research,
effective methods of advertising were found. Television, magazines, out of home, Internet, and
promotions would be most effective in achieving the overall goals and objectives for the campaign.

Broad Communication Objectives
● Increase brand awareness amongst 18-34 year old males and females by 20% by the end
of the year-long campaign
● Increase sales by 25% in the year 2015.
● Improve brand image by 15% in the year 2015
● Increase trial and positive attitudes amongst new Rockstar flavors (i.e Horchata or new
coffee flavors because people in this age group have a strong connection with caffeine).
Reach and Frequency Objectives
● Reach 55% of women and men, ages 18-34 by a frequency of four to five times within
the first 4 months
○ Rationale: The goal is to reach the majority of people who are 18-35 years old
(39,385,500 people [55% of 71,610,000])43
Strategy and Tactics
Scheduling
● For the media schedule, both continuity and flighting timing will be used. Continual
spending on promotions is necessary such as sponsorships, music festivals and concerts,
sporting events, and other non-traditional advertising, throughout the entire year, since
spending on promotions is the biggest piece of the budget. Engagement with the target
audience at events will help the brand image. Flighting will be used to conserve money
and produce less waste since advertising dollars will be spent only during optimal periods
to ensure maximum exposure. It’s important to save money by using a flighting schedule
in addition to continual spending. Concentrating advertisements during optimal periods
will help to achieve goals and objectives by making a strong impact on the consumers
reached during a short period.
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Media Budget Overview
The media budget of $1,000,000 will be allocated to the following media vehicles:
● Television: 20%
● Online: 5%
● Magazines: 25%
● Out of Home: 10%
● Promotions: 40%
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Television

Cable TV
● MTV Tr3s
● Fox Sports 2
● MTV 2
Other
● Hockey
Rationale
● High reach (89% of households have wired cable or satellite television service)
● Primary research from MRI data showed that Fox Sports 2 and MTV Tr3s were the top
two most frequently viewed channels for target audience
● According to SRDS, MTV is the world’s premier youth entertainment brand. With a
global reach of more than a half-billion households, MTV is the cultural home of the
millennial generation, which includes a vast majority of the target audience44
● According to the 2013 MRI data, most people watch TV on the weekdays between
11:30pm-1am
● According to MRI 2013 data, people who watch hockey (13,879,000) are 122% more
likely than average (235,577,000) to have drank Rockstar within the last 6 months
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Online

Websites
● Yahoo! Movies
● MTV.com
● Google
○ Adwords
● Facebook
Rationale
● Easily measurable which will aid in the evaluation process
● Implemented quickly and easily modified
● Relatively inexpensive, but able to reach a large target audience
● Rising medium among target audience
● Google is the leading search engine and Facebook is the leading social networking site
● The MRI data showed that Yahoo! Movies and MTV.com were the top two most visited
websites for the target audience
● Adwords is the most popular paid search platform used by search marketers45
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Magazines

Types
●
●
●
●

Outside Magazine
Game Informer
Ducks Unlimited
World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) Magazine

Rationales
● According to the MRI data, a majority of people subscribe to these magazines--Outside
Magazine being the most popular
● There can be centerspread ads that highlight Rockstar Energy, which will quickly grab
attention
● Outside Magazine has an audience of 2.5 million and a total paid and verified circulation
of 689,87346
● Game informer appeals to the “gamers” of the target audience. Primary research
indicated “gamers” were mentioned as a stereotypical consumer of energy drinks
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Out of Home

Types
● Billboards
● Bus Wraps
● Cinema Spots
Rationale
● Continued exposure using diverse media
● Billboards will help to increase frequency
○ Located in the top 5 most populated cities to reach commuters
● Bus wraps are cost effective, reach a wide audience, and attract attention without
disturbance
● Cinema spots are affordable and captivating with visually appealing images and sound
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Promotions

Types
● Sponsorships
○ Athletes
○ Musicians
○ Celebrities
● Music Festivals
○ Uproar Festival
○ Lollapalooza
○ Spring Awakening
● Sporting Events
○ Motocross Competitions
Rationale
● Sponsorships increase awareness, which helps generate consumer preference and brand
loyalty
● Rockstar Energy currently sponsors the annual Uproar Festival from Aug-Sept every year
● Gives target audience a chance to taste the product for themselves
● Primary research indicated that music festivals were the number one preferred form of
live entertainment (followed by sporting events, theater or musical theater, and fairs and
exhibitions) for the target audience
42

Evaluation Methods
TV
● Gross Rating Points (GRPs) will be used to measure the performance of the TV
advertisements for the campaign. The goal is to obtain the highest possible GRPs at the
lowest cost.
Magazines
● Magazine circulation and readership numbers will be used in order to evaluate how many
viewers there were for each advertisement. Readership is considered to be higher than
circulation because most copies of magazines are read by more than one person.
Out Of Home
● There is no one perfect method to evaluate out of home advertising, but another survey
will be taken to find out if awareness levels have increased since last survey. Out of home
media reaches a wide audience and indirectly affects sales and revenue and therefore this
will be an important factor to consider when evaluating the results of the media plan. The
Traffic Audit Bureau (TAB) will be used as an audience measurement for billboards and
bus wraps. Cinema spots will be measured using box office results.
Internet
● Advertisements will be placed on websites such as Google and Facebook, which will lead
the consumers to the Rockstar Energy Website and Rockstar Energy Facebook page. The
evaluation will include click through rates through the websites as well as bounce rates,
which will be analyzed by Google AdWords. Website traffic will be tracked and clickthrough-rate will evaluate if the audience actually looked through the intended website
that the advertisement led to. The bounce rate will show if people stayed on the website
and/or Facebook page.
Promotions
● When events take place, the amount of drinks handed out and sold will be measured.
Also, earned media such as media coverage on television and news stories on magazines
will be counted and evaluated by the increase in sales.
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Figure N47
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Flow chart designed to demonstrate how many ad dollars will be spent on which media vehicle and when.
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Appendix
Focus Group Results and Notes:
What color is the Red Bull logo?
● all responded “red”
Describe what the brand means to you in 1 sentence.
● Gives you wings. black out. Heart palpitations. The weather balloon highest freefall ad.
Hot Red Bull girls. Extreme sports. Flutog. Expensive. Its marketing has convinced us its
good. Free on college campuses.
How much do you think it costs?
● 12 fl oz. is $3.75, 3.45
What color is the Monster logo?
● All responded green
Describe what the brand means to you in 1 sentence.
● BMX. Gaming sponsorships. Motorsports. Really nerdy guys wearing monster shirts.
White trash. Colleges and universities. Cheaper brand than Red Bull. They should do
better in can design.
How much do you think it costs?
● 2.99, 1.99, 2.00, 2.50, 1.50, 2.45
What color is the Rockstar Energy logo?
● the responses ranged from gold, black, gold star
Describe what the brand means to you in 1 sentence.
● You don’t hear much about it. It’s a Red Bull knock-off. Rock music. Truck stops and
rock n roll. Mixed drinks. cheaper. Consumed more by southern people because of the
star logo and its affiliation with Texas.
How much do you think it costs?
● 1.99, 1.50
Consumer Behavior Process:
How often do you buy an energy drink?
● At a bar. Twice a year.
Where in the store do you find the energy drink products?
● by the soda. By the checkout in the little fridge. Anywhere.
How do you determine what energy drink brand to purchase? Why?
● Whatever is on sale. The brand you trust. Go with the design. Red Bull or monster
because it is what I am most familiar with.
Media Use:
Where have you seen any energy drink logos advertised? If so, when?
● On motorsports, billboards, cars, campuses, backpacks, t shirts, gas stations and
convenience stores
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Did you have positive or negative reactions towards the advertisement?
● I don’t care. Negative for everything except Red Bull. Positive for all of them because
it’s cool to see their marketing strategies.
Where else do you think energy drink brands should advertise? Why?
● Bathroom stalls. They’re already everywhere. Sponsor more frat houses. Concerts.
Subway stations. Music apps like Spotify and Pandora. Facebook and YouTube. TV
commercials
Taste-Test Experiment
A = Red Bull
B = Monster
C = Rockstar
D = Coca Cola
A results:
● Tastes like tums, citrus, ginger ale and cough syrup, distinctive smell
B results:
● Tastes bad, like baby wipes, cinnamon, not as strong smell, like smarties sour, diluted
compared to redbull, less carbonated
C results:
● “tastes the worst”, cough syrup, more artificial flavor, like diet monster, 7-up with a lot
sugar
D results:
● Coke is familiar and comforting, soda preferred because it tastes better, flavors are better
because they are more natural
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Survey Results:
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Q6
Just based on your memory, what color is the Rockstar Energy drink's 'star' logo?
Green
Orange
Yellow
Black
Red
White
Unsure

Q7
Just based on your memory, what color is the Monster Energy drink's 'M' logo?
Green
Orange
Yellow
Black
Red
White
Unsure

Q8
Just based on your memory, Red Bull Energy drink's logo is red and _____.
Green
Orange
Yellow
Black
Red
White
Unsure

Q9
Please rank the frequency in which you see the following energy drinks offered in stores. (1 = your favorite, 3 = your least
favorite)

Red Bull

1

Monster

2

Rockstar

3
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Q10
Please rank the frequency in which you see advertisements for the following energy drinks. (1 = your favorite, 3 = your least
favorite)

Red Bull

1

Monster

2

Rockstar

3

Q11
Why don't you drink more energy drinks? (Select all that apply)
I don't like the taste
They aren't healthy
I feel weird after drinking them
They're too expensive
I don't always have access to them
Other

Q12
In your opinion, how would you describe the stereotypical energy drink consumer?

Q18
What does drinking Rockstar Energy say about someone?

Q19
Describe the Red Bull brand in a few sentences.

Q20
Describe the Monster Energy Drinks in a few sentences.

Q25
How much do you think a 16 fl. oz can of Red Bull costs? (Please put answer in U.S. dollars)
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Q26
How much do you think a 16 fl. oz can of Monster costs? (Please put answer in U.S. dollars)

Q27
How much do you think a 16 fl. oz can of Rockstar Energy costs? (Please put answer in U.S. dollars)

Q21
Rank how much you like Red Bull drinks
Love
Like
Indifferent
Dislike
Hate

Q22
Rank how much you like Monster Energy drinks
Love
Like
Indifferent
Dislike
Hate

Q29
Rank how much you like Rockstar Energy drinks
Love
Like
Indifferent
Dislike
Hate

Q23
Have you ever seen a Red Bull advertisement? If so, can you describe one of the ads you have seen and what you thought
about it.
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Q24
Have you ever seen a Monster Energy Drinks advertisement, advertising event, etc? If so, can you describe what you saw
and what you thought about it

Q30
Have you ever seen a Rockstar Energy Drinks advertisement, advertising event, etc? If so, can you describe what you saw
and what you thought about it

Q33
Which forms of live entertainment do you enjoy attending? (Select all that apply)
Sporting Events
Music Festivals
Theater or Musical Theater
Fairs & Exhibitions

Q34
Do you recall Rockstar ever being promoted on your college campus? If so, when? (Please include school name).

Q13
What is your gender?
Male
Female
Prefer not to disclose

Q17
What is your age?

Q15
Are you currently a college student/college graduate
Yes
No

Did the group find the assignment instructions and blank grading rubric to be helpful?
Yes.
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